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LITERACY -ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Primarily the focus in middle school is to develop and build critical skills essential for their high school
learning. For that reason, different units from the text building skills book were utilized.
‘Advertising’ unit helped recognize the importance and purpose for advertising; significance of persuasive
emotional language, the need to employ imperative verbs (must and should) and descriptive words in
adverts to make a product appealing to the target audience.
The Unit, ‘Place and Perspective’, helped identify the main features of travel writing which is to inform, to
guide or to share one’s experience and understand how ideas or experiences are shared using different
sensory details to create a strong mental picture. Besides learning about the term ‘Atmosphere or mood’
that every author creates to captivate the reader’s attention, they were acquainted with recount writing,
how to present one’s viewpoints and compare the writing of two different authors.
Creative Writing – In addition to identifying the literacy techniques such as similies and metaphors used in
the texts, the students attempted to use them in their writing. The students created short stories, poems,
biography, and essay, recount their experiences, crafted an article on a place they had visited and adverts.
Grammar: They learned to differentiate phrases, clause and a sentence, identify the main and subordinate
clause, understand how adjectives and adverbs are used to describe and the usage of colons and suffixes.

A Special Friend
What is the true meaning of a special friendship?
Life was meant for good friends and great adventures. I would rather walk with a friend in the dark, than alone in the
light. A special friend is like a four-leaf clover, hard to find and lucky to have. There is nothing I would not do for those
who are really my friends. There are good ships and wood ships, which sail the sea, but the best ships are friendships, may
they always be! This beautiful and touching quote is written an Irish proverb, and damn right they are 100% correct and
that's the meaning of a true special friendship.
Surrounding yourself with good friends makes life complete and more enjoyable. But what exactly makes a good pal is
when you dream the same vision and share each cherry, memorable moments together and throughout your lives, seeing
each other. The most wonderful thing about strong friendship is that a friend can be dependable like counting on you to
be there when you say you will or willing to stand up for friends, especially when they can’t stand up for themselves.
These are the mates who are true hearted and they are dependable because a good mate is always there for someone to care.
The qualities of a true best buddy are endless, they are honest, loyal, trustworthy, respectful, dependable, affectionate,
cheerful, and they are special angels who came from heaven and so precious to have. A true friend can have different
kinds of quality, but the quality that add up to true friendship is loyalty which is the most important.
The kindest part of a friendship is that when we encounter an obstacle or a situation, a friend is so considerate about our
issues and generously offers a warm yet forceful helping hand. That’s because a good friend is a friend who pays
attention to others’ problems.
I hope you all get that as many friends, buddies, mates there is always 1 friend who is special and has so many good
qualities in their inner soul. So be thankful for such a great friend you have because they are hard to find and lucky to
have. ~Neelanjana

NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand is an exciting place full of lush greenery, beautiful culture and wonderful
people. This diverse nation should be the next on your travels!
Starting off, New Zealand offers an eye-catching scenery to be seen throughout the country.
From the tip of the north island which shows us a snowy wonderland, or all the way down to
north with its sunnier foliage, experience sights like no other and only that are the found
here. New Zealand also has lots of animals and plants. Most of which are native to this
country and are only found here.
The Maori are some of the first settlers in New Zealand. They still inhabit this land along
with different people from across the globe. This culture is very important to the people of
New Zealand and they take it upon themselves to incorporate it into their everyday lives,
ensuring that every citizen knows about this culture and can speak, read and experience it.
From what I've experienced, Kiwis (another name for New Zealanders) have a very different
lifestyle. They tend to focus more on the simple things and don't get so caught up in the rat
race. Kiwis are also very genuine people and all this seems very rare in our modern-day
society. I suggest that spending just a little time with these people will truly hold an impact
on your life.
Overall New Zealand is a beautiful place in many ways. I truly love this country and would
definitely recommend that everyone visit, at least once in their lives. I guarantee that you will
love every minute of the time you spend here, just like I do. ~Yashodhara

MATHEMATICS
This term our middle school math programme focused on math in everyday life alongside understanding core
concepts and numeracy skills. Meera, our math consultant added a new dimension to her missing link sessions by
integrating physics into her math classes. Some of the activities that our students worked on their missing link classes
include
·
Number Patterns and Pascal’s triangles
·
Algebraic thinking and graph theory incorporating games like 7 bridges of Konigsberg and Battleships that focus
on co-ordinates and analytical thinking
Applied math and financial literacy sessions gave our students an insight into banking, budget management and the
important role math plays in everyday activities. These concepts were introduced through games and other hands
on activities like Sudoku, Magic squares, Jenga and card games like Uno, Snap etc
Core skills in numeracy were the focus of 1x1 ability and interest-based math sessions where students have
opportunities to work independently on the “math buddy” programme as well have face to face sessions with their
teachers. Some of the concepts and skills covered in these sessions include
·
·
·

Number: Fractions, Problem solving
Algebra: Patterns, Indices, Algebraic expressions
Shape and space: Area and perimeter, Measurements, Angles.

INQUIRY BASED LEARNING
– HISTORY
The students were assigned yet another interview project which provided an opportunity to further practice their
interviewing skills. This process encourages them to think of how to frame and ask open ended questions besides taking
notes as their interviewee shares.
Since the theme was to find facts about ‘past events’ the students were persuaded to choose a relative or a person they
would like to talk to, elicit information about a memorable event or period that was crucial in their life, and report.
Quite a few interviewed their parents or grandparents and surprisingly different unforgettable events emerged from
this. We learned about the challenging situations of these inspiring individuals, such as surviving in an unexpected storm
or a bomb blast, the committed efforts of a war veteran or a child right activist, bold decisions of some who wished to
achieve their dream as they worked abroad, even receive acknowledgement and award for their courage, and last but
not the least the sincere opinion on the current event - the Sabarimala Temple feud. Our students enjoyed interviewing
their close ones and were proud to share these memories.
Besides interviewing, some children were encouraged them to watch different TED talks on various topics to broaden
their knowledge as well as develop inferential ability. Subsequently, they had to answer set of questions, based on the
video, articulate their interpretation and opinion.
We began with ‘An Olympic why’ as quite a few students pursued sports and can totally relate to what the speaker says.
In this video Jeff Olson talks about how the Frenchman Pierre de Coubertin, the reviver of Olympic games, believed that
competitive play could improve education when we focused on the Greek idea of ‘arete’, which is excellence is us, a
powerful virtue, and need to elevate sport for a healthier generation.

THE INTERVIEW PROJECT
Here is my opinion about our IBL interview process.
In the start of January, middle school started a project. Find and interview a person you look up to. Most of us chose
a parent or a relative.
I feel this experience was a little more comfortable than the last [Others may disagree.] because we were
interviewing people who we have met before and have probably known since a long time. I feel like this was a great
learning experience for all of us. We developed our social skills because of working with our team members and
interviewing people, we also learnt how to format and report an interview. IT was indeed a different experience
to share our parents’ proud moments.
I hope we get a chance to do something similar to this project in the future. ~kanchan Harish

I enjoyed interviewing my dad, for the sole reason that since he is, as you know, my dad, it was very
natural and easy. I did not need to take much into consideration or prepare a lot. I know my dad, and
that made the process very simple and easy going. I was not feeling anxious or any strong feelings,
because it was my dad I was interviewing. It was casual and fun. ~Anvita

INQUIRY BASED
LEARNING – SCIENCE
General Science
Science based learning this term saw the middle school students focus on the topics ‘Food and Nutrition’ and
“Electricity & Magnetism” which covered both theoretical and investigation aspects. Lessons on this topic had the
students learning
• Definition of Food and Nutrition
• Food Adaptations and how it affects our day to day lives and why food adaptations sometimes become necessary
in our lives, for example, to understand cultural diversity or sometimes it is just a basic form of survival.
• What goes into various cuisines
• Topics on Food Chain and Food Web, what goes into calorie counting and eating certain food vs. others for our
health and well-being.
• Students explored concepts in Electricity and Magnetism through a series of hands on activities followed by
independent investigations that helped them understand the application of what they learned.
In addition to the above, Investigation Packs allowed our students to dig deeper into science content, apply scientific
practices, and develop skills in the language arts. The Investigation Files, were used by our students and feature highinterest, in-depth science content. In each investigation students

•

answered text-dependent questions based on evidence

•

performed close reading and then wrote in their response to reading

•

participated in scientific argument with their classmates and sought common answers

•

practiced 21st Century Skills including communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity

•

and most importantly, had some fun learning!

Sustainable Living Project - Mosquito Prevention
In the wake of the alarming rate at which mosquitoes are around us and the life-threatening diseases that they are
spreading through them, we at Buddhi felt the need to address this at the right time. It was decided that Buddhi would
try to create a no mosquito zone for its school with the help of one of our long -time parents, Ms. Anjana, an expert
on solid waste management and sustainable urban living.

For this it was important that our students engage in background and preparatory research through classroom
discussions, videos and worksheets to understand some of the following aspects.
1. Mosquito life cycle, types of mosquitoes & diseases caused by them
2. What is biological adaptation and how different animals and insects adapt
3. Current methods of control – control at each stage of the life cycle- spraying using synthetic pyrethroids,
methods of spraying and their effectiveness both for larva and adult

4. Simple, yet effective methods to ensure that mosquito breeding grounds are removed effectively around
homes and immediate neighbourhoods
5. Health and environmental impacts of spraying (soil, air and water pollution, neuro toxicity etc)
6. New trends in mosquito control – bio control, herbal repellents, mosquito traps leading to overall reduction
in population
The above study will continue through the rest of this year after the summer break.
Independent secondary research on the following will also follow (for those students interested), in parallel to
activities to implement the ‘mosquito prevention’ system at Buddhi from the next term.
1. World wide data on mosquitoes and disease (independent secondary research)
2. Vector borne diseases connected to mosquitoes (secondary research)
3. How effective have conventional measures been in countries most affected – Africa for example
4. Genetic adaptation – sickle cell anaemia and malaria
5. Knowledge, Attitude survey (how much do people know about all this? some people like Jains have a
different viewpoint – they do not like to kill any living thing, including mosquitoes.
6. Exploring the idea of predatory insects and birds – for eg: dragonflies and lacewings keep mosquito
population in check. Similarly, birds like the Common Swift also feed voraciously on mosquitoes.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE french
At the beginning of the term we did a refresher discussing how to introduce yourself, introduce your family
and say numbers in French.

This term the children were introduced to the topic “La vie scolaire” (the school life). They learnt vocabulary
about various subjects, professions & school uniform. Additionally, they were introduced to some grammar
topics assisting them in framing sentences.

During our weekly sessions the children learnt about the French schooling system. The discussions were
centered around their opinion on their most preferred subjects or subjects which require their focus. They
also learnt to describe the school uniform

ICT

The term started with the continuation of creating websites using WIX. These Websites were uploaded on the
school website. The websites created were online shopping for art work, photo gallery and online newsletter.
Students did a fantastic job.

Logo programming language was introduced. Students were given the opportunity to hone and enhance their
logical and programming skills. They also created different objects using logo and had a lot of fun learning this
language.

The students came up with the idea of designing cards for the science fair which was also subsequently sent as
an invitation to their parents.

THEATRE
This is our production year and our middle school theatre program also took off with this in mind and a focus on
preparing the students to act in a real stage production. The activities involved students working on important skills
such as body language, imagination, eye contact, script development, etc. Here are some of the activities in drama
class this term
- Self-introduction with a focus on body language, eye contact and mannerism
- Changing emotions - four main emotions (happy, sad, angry and fear) were enacted with a change in expression at
every count of 5.
- Improvisation - the theme of a ‘park bench’ was chosen and students created their own script based on the theme.
They enacted the same with a focus on characterization, dialogues, levels, entry and exit, formation, use of props,
developing and concluding the story. Basic stage manners advised. E.g.: not showing back to audience, voice
projection, space awareness…etc.
- Conversation - Two students engaged in a conversation, with one starting the conversation with ‘fortunately’ and
the other with ‘un fortunately’. Hot Seat - An activity involving each student on the hot seat, while choosing to be
any character or material. Other students ask questions keeping in mind the character/ material on the hot seat.
- Social Debate - An activity based on the student’s perspective on a particular social issue. Students seated in circle
with one empty chair. Each student comes up with their opinion on any social issue. Others who agree with the
statement change their places and those who defend, don’t change places. They are also encouraged to justify
their choice. The group chose to argue about the use of plastics. One group posed as activists and other as
industrialists who produce plastics.
-

- An activity of imagining themselves in a pre-historic era, wondering about the ball coming towards them from sky
and suddenly fall on them. Focus was on body language and imagination.
The class also gave considerable thought to searching for the right story and script for the upcoming production and
several auditions were held as well as looking up sheet music for performing songs, costume ideas, stage setting
plans, etc. The students are now raring to go!

ART
THE INSPIRATION BEHIND THE PROJECT
Keith Haring lived from 1958-1990 and in that short time he packed in his influence and left us as a Pop Art icon!
Keith started his career making subway art and is known for his fast outline drawings with expressive line work –
simple yet effective. Later in Keith’s career he was dedicated to making public works, creating 50 of them in a 7-year
time span.
To get started, the kids all studied and learned about this subway artist turned iconic Pop Art artist. The children traced
their classmate’s silhouette and painted/ used patterns to cover the insides of the images. We find a little bit of Keith
Haring as we walk through our hallway.
OUR LEARNING JOURNEY
Children watched a ppt about the life of Keith Haring and his work. They also saw how his work had influenced many
schools and has been adopted his work in schools, where one can find them on walls. We too wanted children to get
a feel of the modern artists and how a simple silhouette of a person can be made into beautiful large murals.
The class was divided into pairs. Each of them selected a model from our very own preschool. The toddlers were most
excited and willing to work on this project. They traced an outline of each child on a large brown paper. The children
planned what pattern they would draw inside, which took them an entire class. Each group used poster paints to
paint the murals. Each mural was cut out and stuck on a cardboard to give it a backing. These were suspended from
the banisters of the stairs. This project took two months to complete.
OBSERVATIONS
I enjoyed watching the children position their respective model in different ways. It was interesting how they had to

